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serwce prowded by the products offered by
various software vendors ESthat of managmg the persistent
storage of apphcatlon
data The characteristics and usage patterns of the data stored by various different applications varies
widely: a storage service designed and tuned for one class of

read-unread

application may not serve another apphcatlon well ‘fo a first
approximation, two extremes in tlus spectrum of storage services required by apphcatlons are today prowded by relational
databases and file systems.’ Consider for a moment some of
the design and performance characteristics of these two extremes

temally

A fundamental

Relational systems hlstormally have had as theu design focus
the goal of supporting vast quantities of data of mostly homogeneous schema The data records are relatively fixed m size,
and, on the whole, relatwely small compared to the quantity of
such records. Records are loglcally mdependent of each other,
each record being semantically dlstmct from lts predecessor
and successor m the table in which lt IS found. Relational systems’ hlstoncal focus has been on supporting high-performance transactional access by large numbers of concurrent
users who make relatively
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find that the data they mampulate and the
usage pattern under which they do so has some characteristics
that lend themselves to the use of a relational storage system
yet other characteristics for which historically a file system is
better suited The header of a mad message along wltb lts
imagmg

status might

be an example

the body of the message would
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approach it is easy to fall short of this goal, leaving the performance of the storage engine for file system data less than
optimal.
Rather than attempting to budd one monolithic storage engine
which addresses the needs of all applications, why not use
several engines together, each tuned for a particular kmd of
data? For example, one could begin with both a high-performance relational database implementation and a separate hlghperformance file system lmplementatlon,
then enhance each
with just enough additional infrastructure and functionality so
that they can be cooperatively used together by one apphcatlon
To accomphsh this, an example of one of the Important new
feature necessary for the file system 1s that of transaction sup-
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port, However, once this 1s done the most important addition,
necessa~ in both systems, 1s the design and specification of a
component architecture by which a transaction in each system
can be coordinated by a third party, a transaction manager
component
In the past several years, we have gained much experience m
deslgnmg, building, and deploying successful architectures
mvolvmg similar component design and integration problems
Based on that experience, we beheve the approach articulated
here to the storage mtegratlon problem is of relatively mmor
impact to the existing internal architectures and practice of
database and file system design As such, we feel that it holds
out a better chance than the alternatives of actually achlevmg
an overall storage infrastructure capable of storing both relational and non-relational data with state-of-the-art performance
characteristics for each
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